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“LET ME TELL yOu whAT’S 
SO grEAT AbOuT gLASS,” 
a jewelry making friend of mine 
said to me years ago when she first 
discovered she could make her 
own glass beads. “you take solid 
bars of color, you play with fire, 
you turn the solids to liquid, you 
twirl ‘em around and rearrange the 
colors, then you turn it all back to 

solid. It’s the most exciting, elemental kind of experience – it’s 
magic!”

Now, in this fabulous free e-book from Jewelry Making Daily, 
you can discover the thrill of glass bead making yourself 
through the centuries-old technique of flameworking, or as 
it’s popularly known, lampworking, in which you heat those 
magical bars of color in the flame of a small torch (once upon 
a time a lamp).  Each of these three great projects will demon-
strate different ways of making lampwork beads that combine 
colors and create different forms. 

 “grapes of glass” shows you how to make glass beads that 
look like clusters of grapes—which you can adapt to other 
fruits like blackberries or a pineapple, or any similar form. 
“Springtime birdhouse” shows you how to build your glass 
bead into a birdhouse, then decorate it with vibrantly colored 
“stringers.”  “blooming beads” walks you step by step through 
making a floral design in a bead and then encasing it in trans-
parent glass, giving your flowers a sense of mystery and depth. 
Plus you’ll find an extensive checklist of basic lampwork tools.

Making lampwork jewelry with beads someone else made can 
be a lot of fun, but learning how to lampwork your own beads 
is a blast, with endless creative opportunities and control of 
your jewelry designs from start to finish.  Let Jewelry Making 
Daily help you explore this mesmerizing, magical medium 
with 3 Free Glass Bead Making Projects plus Bonus Check-
list: Lampwork Tools & Supplies now! 

Merle White 
Editor-in-Chief, Lapidary Journal Jewelry Artist
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blooming beads
Lampwork floral beads

B Y  L A U R I  C O P E L A N D

orIgInally publIshed In lapIdary Journal, october 2002

winter is approaching, but a medley of 
flowers may be all that’s needed to 
give a boost to the dreary days ahead. 

Lampwork flower beads continue to be one of the 
most admired and requested styles of beads that 
I produce. Those new to lampworking often ask, 
“How do you get the flowers inside the bead?” 
Collectors and jewelry makers continue to appre-
ciate the endless styles of flower beads available. 
Here is one variation to add to your bouquet.

M A t E R I A L s
n   Moretti/Effetre glass (black, white, 

transparent cobalt, and clear)

t O O L s 
beadmaker’s torch, mandrels coated with 
bead  release, kiln for annealing, tweezers, 
stainless steel pointed tool, graphite 
marver, didymium or Aura92 glasses

s O U R C E s
Most of the tools and materials for this 
project will be available from well stocked 
glass bead supply vendors.

1

step 1  before I start the bead itself, I make the stringers. A stringer is a thin rod of glass 
that is pulled from a thicker rod of glass. To make a stringer, heat the tip of a rod (for 
this bead I used white and transparent cobalt) in the torch until there is a molten ball 
on the end that is just larger than a pea. remove this from the flame, allowing the ball 
to chill slightly. (by giving the glass a couple of seconds to cool, you will have better 
control in pulling a stringer that is about 2mm-3mm in diameter.) grab the tip of the 
ball with tweezers and pull slowly and evenly. repeat this process for each of the colors 
you are using. 
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step 2  heat the rod you are using for the 
base color — for this project, I used black. 
wrap a base bead onto your heated mandrel. 
Flatten this by gently rolling it on your marver. 
This will create a smooth base to which you 
can apply your flowers. 

using the white stringer, apply five dots evenly 
spaced around the center. by working the 
stringer just outside the edge of the flame, you 
will have better control over the size of the 
dots. Add more white dots in between the 
first five dots, just to the left and then on the 
right. give the entire bead a quick warming by 
rotating it in the flame. This will slightly melt in 
the dots and keep the glass evenly heated. 

step 3  while keeping the bead evenly heated 
in the back of your flame to prevent the bead 
from cooling and possibly cracking, heat 
the transparent cobalt stringer. Position the 

bead and stringer as you did in Step 2 and 
add cobalt dots on top of the white dots and 
partially melt them onto the surface of your 
bead. Do not allow the glass to become too 
hot, or molten, as this will distort the design. 

step 4  Concentrate the flame in one area 
between two of the original sets of dots. 
remove from the flame and push the stainless 
steel pick into this warmed area, creating a 
small plunged hole. This will create the center 
of the flowers, by drawing the “petals” inward. 
Continue to add these plunged centers 
around the bead between each pair of dots; 
there will be a total of five. 

step 5  The final part of this bead is the 
encasing. Although time consuming and 
sometimes frustrating to make, encased beads 
have a special appeal. A transparent casing 
adds magnification and enhances the surface 
design of your bead. heat the end of a clear 
rod to a molten blob while keeping the bead 
just outside the flame to keep it warm. (As 
noted in Step 3, the bead needs to remain 
warm enough to prevent cracking, but if it is 
too hot the design will smear. This takes time 
and care.) 

step 6 Cover the entire bead with the 
molten-clear by swiping it onto the bead. 
when applying, push the clear down onto 

the bead to prevent trapping air bubbles. 
Add clear until the entire surface is covered 
and all gaps are filled. return the bead to the 
flame and heat evenly to smooth the casing. 
Slowly work the bead into your desired shape. 
After the bead is finished, evenly heat the 
entire bead farther out in the flame. remove 
the bead from the heat while turning the 
mandrel to maintain the bead’s shape. After a 
few seconds, when the glow fades, place the 
bead in your kiln and anneal. I anneal Moretti/
Effetre beads for one hour at 960°F and ramp 
down 100°F per hour. when the kiln reaches 
500°, it automatically shuts off and slowly 
cools to room temperature.

Feel free to experiment using different color 
combinations — this versatile technique offers 
endless possiblities. ◆

LAurI COPELAND 
 lives in Overland Park, Kansas, with her 
husband, son, two dogs, and two cats. She is 
an active member of the International Society 
of glass beadmakers and glass Arts Society. 
Participating in several national bead and 
glass shows and selling on ebay keep her head 
spinning. Lauri’s beads can be seen online at 
www.wildfire-designs.com.

bloomIng beads by LAurI COPELAND
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I was inspired to make this bead by my 
dear friends Sabrina Knowles and Jenny 
Pohlman. I have been making beads of 

this type for many years. Making this bead 
is a lot of fun and offers a lot of possibilities. 
Try different colors and even different 
shapes. Instead of grapes you could make 
juicy blackberries or a pineapple. Whatever 
your imagination desires, this technique 
can be used to get you there.

grapes of glass
Glass beadmaking

by CINDy MArTIN

M A t E R I A L s 
n  Effetre/Moretti rods in clear,  

transparent, purple, and green

t O O L s
Torch (Minor bench burner or other 
beadmaking torch), stainless steel 
mandrel coated with bead release,  
serrated tweezers, kiln, didymium 
glasses or Aura92, well-ventilated area

s O U R C E s
Most of the tools and materials for 
this project will be available from well 
stocked glass bead supply vendors.

 step 1  Turn on the kiln to 940°F, dip 
your mandrels in bead release, grab your 
glasses, and light the torch.

step 2  Pull 3 or 4 transparent medium 
purple stringers. To pull stringers, heat a 
medium gather of glass about the size of 
a marble. when it is molten, pull it out 
of the flame, hesitate a moment, attach 
tweezers to the end of the gather, and 
pull slowly. you want your stringers 
about 2-3mm thick. Pull the glass slowly 
and you will get larger stringers. It takes 
practice — be patient. 2
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grapes of glass by CINDy MArTIN

step 3  heat a gather of transparent green 
glass about ¼" in size and apply it around 
the mandrel. rotate it in the flame until it is 
rounded, then move the bead to the back 
of the flame, continuing to rotate it, and 
keeping it there so it stays warm but doesn’t 
get too cool, or it could crack. (when 
melting glass, I like to hold my glass rod like 
a pencil. I have more control when applying 
the glass and it applies evenly.)

step 4  Melt a gather of clear glass, approxi-
mately the size of a marble, and apply it to 
the green transparent bead. Apply clear 
on the top side of the green bead so that 
it looks like you’re building a snowman or 
stacking one bead on another. Flip it around 
so that the clear is on the bottom and let 
gravity move the clear glass down to a 
conical shape.

step 5  Now we are ready to add the grapes. 
using your purple stringers, melt a small 
amount of glass, pull the bead out of the 
flame and touch down on the clear with a 
stringer, then put the bead back in the flame 
and melt the stringer off. Once you start 
melting your grapes, make sure you do not 
get the grapes molten. you want them fused 
onto the clear but not melted. remember to 

keep your bead warm in the back of the flame. 
It is easy to concentrate on one end and forget 
to keep the other end warm. 

Melt purple dots all over the clear, moving from 
one side to the other to keep the bead evenly 
heated. you can add grapes on top of grapes 
until you get the desired shape. heat evenly in 
the flame when you’re finished so the grapes 
fuse onto the glass but do not melt. 
step 6  Now it is time to add the leaves. use 
your green transparent rod and melt a small 
gather of glass. Apply to the top of the green 
bead. Take your tweezers and shape it into 
leaves. you can add as many leaves as you’d like. 

step 7  Place your bead, on the mandrel, into 
the annealing oven/kiln set at 940°F. ramp the 
temperature down 100° per hour until it reaches 
500°F. At that point, turn the kiln off and let it 
come to room temperature overnight. Once the 
kiln has reached room temperature, your bead is 
complete. remove it from the mandrel and clean 
the bead release from the inside of the hole.

Congratulations! you have just learned how to 
grow grapes from glass. ◆

6

5

4
3

Cindy Martin has been working with 
glass since 1987 and making glass beads for 
the last seven years. Cindy teaches glass bead 
making at Pratt Fine Arts and also heads up 
a program through the Seattle school district 
called “Fired up About Art.” Learn more 
about Cindy on LinkedIn and Facebook.
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step 1  To make the stringers, slowly rotate 
the tip of the glass rod in the flame until you 
have a medium-size gather of glass. with 
tweezers, grasp the slightest piece of glass 
and begin to pull, slowly and evenly, until you 
meet resistance. The faster you pull, the finer 
the stringer will be. you’ll need fine ones for 
the vines.

step 2  begin heating a gather of your 
choice of color for the house. I used 
periwinkle blue on one and turquoise on 
another. wind the gather around, making 
a round ball a little larger than a marble. 
when you have the ball, lay it on the marver 
and turn the ball into a cylinder. Keeping 
your temperature even and using a larger 
masher, mash the cylinder into a rectangle.

orIgInally publIshed In lapIdary Journal, aprIl 2003 

springtime birdhouse
This lampworked bead comes alive  
with the colors of spring. 

BY DONNA JOHNSON

M A t E R I A L s 
n  rod of Effetre glass for house, your 

choice of color, but darker is  
recommended

n  Variously colored stringers for leaves, 
vines, and flowers; lighter colors 
recommended for contrast to house

n yellow stringer for stamen of flower
n black stringer for birdhouse opening
n Latticino for flower (optional)

t O O L s
Lampworking torch, mandrel dipped 
in bead relase, marvering pad, masher, 
protective eyewear, kiln for annealing.

s O U R C E s
Most of the tools and materials for 
this project will be available from well 
stocked glass bead supply vendors.

choose your own colors for this lighthearted 
bead. I’ve found that using a lighter color for 
the base of the house makes the flowers and 

vines show up much better.

1

2
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step 6  when the flowers are in place, it will 
be time to apply a black dot for the opening 
of the birdhouse. Take a black stringer and 
make a dot. with the blunt end of a metal 
tool, flatten the dot. Don’t try to use a 
marvering pad, as this will mash the entire 
front of the birdhouse. your birdhouse is 
ready for occupancy! ◆

sprIngtIme bIrdhouse by DONNA JOhNSON

step 3  Soften the upper part of the rectangle 
in the flame. Now press it against the side of 
the marvering pad to form the slope of the 
roof. 

Then do the same to the other side for the 
opposite slope. After the roof is shaped to 
your satisfaction, decide on the color of the 
roof (on the periwinkle, I used cobalt blue; on 
the turquoise, I used a brown). Apply the roof 
color to the top, keeping in mind the desired 
shape of the roof. you can use a pick to cheat 
on the peak.

step 4  when the roof is complete, it’s time 
to apply the vines to the front, the roof, or 
wherever you want. It’ll take some practice to 
get the vine nice and thin. I find if I decrease 
the oxygen a little, softening the flame, it 
becomes easier to control the stringers. 
(remember this for future work with stringers, 
too.) 

when the vines are complete, begin applying 
the leaves. Start with a dot of green and 
then, using a curved pick, press down in 
the middle to form the vein. Place leaves 
randomly along the vines. 

step 5 you can place a flower in the center 
of the leaves, and there are several ways to 
make a flower. you can simply drop a color 
(you choose) on the leaves, poke a center in 
them, and use a very fine yellow stringer to 
make the stamen. 

Another way is to use a latticino, a stringer 
of two colors twisted together. If you’ve never 
made a latticino, here are the basics, but 
practice this technique before trying it on 
your birdhouse. heat two glass rods in the 
flame and hold them parallel, with about 2" 
touching side by side. Then twist the rods in 
opposite directions while gently pulling them 
away from each other. For this project, you 
want to make your latticino thin. 

Take the latticino gently into the flame. As it 
begins to soften, place it where you want the 
flower and begin to make a coil. when the 
coil is complete, take the curved pick and pull 
gently on the side of the flower to enlarge 
it. This enlargement will make the flower 
resemble a morning glory. you’ll really enjoy 
the results.

3

4

5

6

donna Johnson is a jewely designer, lampwork beadmaker and dichroic glass 
artist. She has been making beads for about 3 years — it has become a business 
as well as a passion. After 18 years as a pharmaceutical sales rep, she finds the whir 
from the torch music to her ears. Learn more about Donna on LinkedIn.
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orIgInally publIshed In lapIdary Journal, July, 2000

there is a commonly held belief in 
the bead and jewelry world that 
you can never have too many tools 

– and I certainly wouldn’t want to disagree! 
However, it’s even more important to 
have the right tools. Any aspiring bead 
maker who has had a well-meaning friend 
or relative give them a welding torch and 
welding glasses as a gift knows this. Their 
heart may be in the right place, but you 
need bead making tools for making beads.

I started off with a lot of the wrong tools 
because I didn’t know what I was doing. 
Now, before I buy, I research to see what is 
out there, and what will fit my needs. There 
are many good vendors; for most of my 
tools (and some glass), I use Arrow Springs 
in California, and for most of my glass (and 
some tools), I use Frantz Bead Co. out in 
Washington. Both are very helpful and 
carry quality products.

The following checklist includes a 
breakdown of what you’ll need to get 
started using two commonly used torches 
– the Hothead and the Minor. There are 
many other wonderful torches out there 
– Nortel has the mid-range and the Major 
Burner, Glass Torch Technologies has six 
different torches from the Bobcat to the 
Delta Elite, and there are other torches by 
Premier and by Carlisle.

a bead maker’s workshop
What do you need to lampwork glass beads? Creativity, enthusiasm, and the right equipment.

by MIChELLE wALDrEN

n  hothead torCh – The hothead is 
good for the beginner who is limited on 
space and funds. 

n  hose set for hothead – This is great 
because you don’t have to limit yourself to 
using a small MAPP gas cylinder; you can 
buy the larger container and hook the torch 
up with the hoses. we have had a bit of 
difficulty finding the larger container here in 
Alaska, but it’s easier in the Lower 48.

n  Work surfaCe – A flat, stainless steel 
work surface will hold the torch head and/
or the MAPP gas cylinder, and will also keep 
you from burning holes in your table.

n  didyMiuM speCtaCles or aura-92s 
– Didymium spectacles are the minimum 
protection that you should have; they 
protect your eyes from the bright sodium 
flare and ultraviolet and infrared rays, and 
allow you to better see your work. I started 
with the didymiums, but when my produc-
tivity picked up and I found myself making 
a lot of beads, I started to get eye fatigue. I 
switched to the Aura-92s, which give better 
protection. I let observers use my extra 
didymiums, since they also need to wear 
glasses at all times.

n  rod rest – This is to lay your glass rods 
on when the ends are hot.

n  Mandrels and bead release – 
glass beads are made by, roughly speaking, 
wrapping glass around metal mandrels. 
The mandrels are dipped in the liquid bead 
release, which then dries so that the glass 
won’t stick to the mandrel and can be 
removed when done. I use Sludge Plus and/
or Super blue Sludge.

n  needle-nose Mashing pliers – I use 
these for pulling stringers, mashing, and any 
time I need to grab hold of the hot glass.

n  tWeezers – Pointed tweezers are 
good for pulling stringers, but I mostly use 
blunt-end tweezers.

n  graphite paddle – This is used for 
“marvering,” or shaping the bead while still 
hot. you can roll, tuck, mash, etc., but try 
not to use it too much – bead release, when 
dry, is somewhat brittle, and too much 
marvering will cause the bead release to 
break and the bead to spin freely on the 
mandrel. I use a 2" x 4" paddle.

n  spark lighter – To light the torch.

n  glass – you’ll probably want between 
four and 10 pounds to start. Moretti has the 
largest color palette, but I also use bullseye 
(a very good glass) and Czech glass, and I 
hope to use borosilicate, Lauscha, and Satake 
glass. It’s safest to stick to one kind of glass 
per bead, as different types of glasses are not 
always compatible.

n  glass nippers – For cutting your glass 
rods to a usable length.

n  VerMiCulite or a fiber blanket 
– Once a bead is done, you need to cool it 
down slowly so it won’t break. If you don’t 
want to buy a kiln right away, you can make 
do using one or the other of these, then find 
someone to anneal your beads for you later. 
The vermiculite, a material that resembles 
very small wood chips, is poured into a 
metal bowl, which is in turn placed on a hot 
plate; bury the bead in the vermiculite , and 
let it cool slowly. Fiber blankets are about an 
inch thick, and the bead is placed between 
them to cool. During the cooling process, 
you can still lose beads as a result of stress, 
or from peeking. Just as with a cake rising in 
the oven, do not peek at your beads to see if 
they’re done!

n  bead annealing kiln – If you find 
yourself really getting into this, you will 
definitely need a kiln. I recommend the 
Af991 from Arrow Springs. It has a door in 
the front, and you can put your beads into 
the kiln, mandrel and all. I am not an expert 
on all kilns, but of the four that I have used, I 
find this the best.

H O t H E A D  t O R C H  s E t U P

PHoTo: LAurI CoPELAND
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n  pyroMeter or Controller – your 
kiln will not come with a pyrometer to 
measure the temperature, so you will need 
to buy one separately. If you end up making 
a lot of beads and get tired of babysitting 
your kiln, then do yourself a favor and buy 
a controller. That way, you can walk away 
from your kiln and the controller will do 
the babysitting.

n  diaMond bead hole Cleaning 
and dressing kit – There will be bead 
release residue in the hole of your bead; this 
will help you clear it out.
n  diaMond flat paddle – when 
you first start making beads, you’ll end up 
with the occasional point at the ends of 
your beads. you can use this for filing the 
points to smoothness. with practice and 
experience, you won’t need this.

n  Ventilation systeM – you should 
really have good ventilation in your work 
space. Ask for advice from your tool vendor 
– also read all about bead making and 
lampworking; safety guidelines are included 
in most good books.

M I N O R  B U R N E R  s E t U P
n  Minor burner by nortel – This is the torch I started with, 
and I loved it; I used it for three years before buying a Starfire by 
bethlehem. The Nortel burner is a lot hotter and faster than the 
hothead, and you’ll be able to make much larger beads. 
    If you’re using a Minor burner, you’ll need the same tools as for 
the hothead setup – rod rest, mandrels, bead release, needle-nose 
mashers, tweezers, graphite paddle, spark lighter, glass to start, glass 
nippers, bead-hole cleaning and dressing kit, diamond flat paddle, 
vermiculite, fiber blanket or kiln, and protective eyewear.

n  torCh Mounted graphite pad – I like these pads for 
several reasons: I use one for the occasional tuck or press when 
I want to be quick, or I set millefiori chips on it, or I use it just to 
steady my hand.

n  6" x 6" graphite pad – I like to have this in front of my torch 
to catch my glass if I drip. I keep it clean so I can pick the glass right 
back up with the same glass rod. I also lay foils on it to apply to the 
bead.

n  oxygen and propane bottles – I rent my oxygen bottles 
from our local welding shop; they’re the most economical, and the 
most convenient – they deliver! I buy 20-pound propane bottles at 
my local hardware store.

n  oxygen regulator

n  propane regulator

n  flashbaCk arresters – These ensure that the flame won’t 
flash back into the fuel line and into the tank, which would cause 
an explosion. you can also buy a combination quick connect and 
flashback; the quick connect is an attachment that enables you to 
disconnect the torch from the hose.

n  Work surfaCe – I’ve used stainless steel and cement board, 
but I’m now using ceramic tile, which I really like.

B O O k s
n   More Than You Ever Wanted to Know About Glass  

Bead Making by James Kervin

n  You Can Make Glass Beads by Cindy Jenkins

n  Making Glass Beads by Cindy Jenkins

n  Contemporary Lampworking by Scott Dunham

V I D E O s
n   Glass Bead Making, Sculptural Glass Working  

and many others by Lewis wilson

n  Lampworking Techniques (six tapes) by Al Janelle

n  Lampworked Bead Making – An Introduction by Kate Fowle

n The Basics of Making Marbles by gerry Coleman

R E E f E R E N C E s

This list will get you started, but be warned: tools are addictive – nearly as addictive as beads. 
As I said at the outset, it’s hard to argue with the feeling that you can never have too many 
tools, and there are certainly lots out there to choose from. In my workshop, I have button 
molds, marble molds, thin-wall stainless steel tubing, large and small mashers, tungsten pokers, 
shears, hot fingers, frits, enamels, foils, dichroics  . . . you get the idea!

C L A s s E s
A list of people who teach, and classes around the country, is on the Arrow Springs website: arrowsprings.com. I recommend that 
you take classes from someone with good bead making experience, and ask a lot of questions.

MiChelle Waldren is a bead maker and teacher based in Anchorage, Alaska.
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